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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the July edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you informed
about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Virtual Printing and Analysis of Reports
Do you still print paper reports? Have you automated the
analysis and extraction of critical data contained in your
reports?
To maximize the usage of your enterprise data reports,
you should use the Librex virtual printer. Using this
technique, you'll directly create electronic reports and will
be able to reformat them according to your requirements,
for example by inserting a background image.
Once the report is an electronic one kept in Librex, you'll
have the possibility to distribute it automatically. For
example, you could send by email a sales report to all
account managers dealing with customers named in the
report. Or send to their direct managers employees' time
and expense reports. You simply have to analyze how
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your reports could be used and then to configure this
automatic distribution in Librex.
Please note that Librex offers virtual printers for Windows
networks or for iSeries (AS/400) servers.

Error Notifications
One of the main goals of the Librex team is to deliver a
stable and robust application.
However, as for any computer system, errors can happen.
In those situations, Librex enables you to quickly and
efficiently notify our support and development team.
Concretely, if you encounter a problem with the software,
an error window will be displayed and you'll see a "Notify
Corium" button. When clicking on this button, a window will
allow you to add additional information, to define a priority
and to attach any file that could be useful for our
diagnostic. The more data you enter in this window, the
simpler it will be for us to support you.
Once you send the error, our technical team directly
receives an email with all details and logs and we're
generally able to offer you a quick and useful feedback.
Also, the latest Librex release allows you to send error
notifications even if you're not connected to the server,
which can be useful for infrastructure and communications
problems.

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
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Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
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